After 10 Years Al Gore’s ‘An
Inconvenient Truth’ Is Still
Alarmingly Inaccurate
TN Note: Al Gore’s movie was little more than hot air and empty boasts.
It should be remembered that Gore was a member of the Trilateral
Commission that has brought Technocracy to the world stage in the first
place. Is it any wonder that he has promoted global warming like a snake
oil salesman?
It’s been nearly one decade since former Vice President Al Gore released
his film “An Inconvenient Truth.” It sent shockwaves through American
politics and emboldened environmental activists to push for more
regulations on American businesses.
Gore warned increasing carbon dioxide emissions would spur
catastrophic global warming that would cause more extreme weather,

wipe out cities and cause ecological collapse. To stop global warming,
humans needed to ditch fossil fuels and basically change every aspect of
their lives.
Watching “An Inconvenient Truth” is sort of like going back in time.
Back to a world where flip phones were cool and “Futurama” was still
putting out new episodes. A world where a bitter presidential candidate
was trying to rebrand himself as an environmental crusader.
But have Gore’s warnings, which were alarming to many in 2006, come
true?
In honor of the upcoming 10th anniversary, The Daily Caller News
Foundation re-watched “An Inconvenient Truth” just to see how well
Gore’s warnings of future climate disaster lined up with reality.
Gore’s been harping on global warming since at least the late 1980s, but
it wasn’t until 2006 he discovered a way to become massively wealthy off
making movies about it and investing in government-subsidized green
energy.
Gore opens the film talking about nature, then jumping to a presentation
he’s giving where he shows the first image ever taken of the Earth from
space. From that image, he jumps right into making alarmist claims
about global warming.
Kilimanjaro Still Has Snow
Gore Left Out The 15-Year “Hiatus” In Warming
The Weather Hasn’t Gotten Worse
The North Pole Still Has Ice
A “Day After Tomorrow”-Style Ice Age Is Still A Day Away
Read full story here…

